
KUWAIT: Zain, the leading digital service
provider in Kuwait, announced that Chief
Executive Officer Eaman Al-Roudhan was
featured among the region’s 50 most
inspiring female business leaders for the
year 2022. The list was announced by
Arabian Business magazine, the region’s
premier resource for informed news, fea-
tures, and commentary on business and
regional markets. 

This listing from one of the Middle East’s
leading reputable business magazines came
to shed light on the role played by Al-
Roudhan in leading Zain towards being one
of the Kuwaiti private sector’s biggest lead-
ers during the past period, especially her
efforts in putting forth and implementing the
company’s comprehensive digital transfor-
mation strategy that aims at empowering a
more efficient business sector in the nation
under the New Kuwait 2035 vision.

Every year, Arabian Business recognizes
the Middle East’s most inspiring female
businesswomen who create an impact, use
their influence and experience, and show
ambition to make their mark in the region’s
markets. The magazine selects 50 business
leaders from tens of thousands of deserving
individuals, including entrepreneurs, NGO
directors, and top executives from across
industries and sectors. 

Eaman Al-Roudhan was appointed CEO
of Zain Kuwait in December 2015. A results-
focused telecommunications executive, Al-
Roudhan has over 25 years of experience
spent in various executive management and
leadership roles within Zain Kuwait as well
as several Zain Group affiliates. Prior to her
new appointment, Al-Roudhan was the
Chief Regulatory Officer of Zain Group.

Al-Roudhan’s successful career at Zain

started in the Kuwait operation, where she
launched the first mobile prepaid service in
the country and the region, which went on
to dominate the country’s mobile services
customer base.  As Zain expanded across
the region, Al-Roudhan’s responsibilities
also grew from 2003 onwards as she was an
active participant in the start-up teams in
several Zain operations across the Middle
East, namely Bahrain, Iraq, Lebanon, and
Saudi Arabia.

Al-Roudhan continued to play a key role
in the transformation of Zain, building oper-
ational teams and establishing solid founda-
tions for business units across all major
telecommunications sectors including
Intelligent Networks, product & service
development, strategy and business plan-
ning, roaming, wholesale and carrier busi-
ness, as well as regulatory affairs.

After assuming the role of CEO in
December 2015, Al-Roudhan led a number

of vital projects that shaped a new period in
Zain’s history, most notably the commercial
launch of fifth generation wireless technolo-
gy (5G) in June 2019, where Zain became
the first operator to offer 5G technology in
the GCC region via the Kuwaiti market with
nationwide coverage. In addition, Al-
Roudhan led the signing of the smart meters
project with the Ministry of Electricity and
Water, which is considered one of the
largest projects in Kuwait’s ICT sector and
proved to be a testament to the country’s
efforts to catalyze the uptake of e-govern-
ment services and digital transformation. 

Throughout her years at Zain, she has
also orchestrated numerous strategic
alliances with international and regional
operators, lead teams and developed
resources across technology, commercial,
strategy, wholesale, and regulatory affairs.

Eaman Al-Roudhan is a member in a
number of international standards and regu-
latory affairs bodies such as the GSMA
Arab World regional interest group and the
GSMA Chief Regulatory Officer Group
(CROG). She holds a BSc in Electronics and
Telecommunications Engineering from
Kuwait University and has attended pro-
grams at Tokyo Institute of Technology
(TIT) and executive programs at Harvard
Business School. Al-Roudhan is also cur-
rently a member of the Advisory Board at
the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement
of Sciences (KFAS).

Al-Roudhan was recently ranked as one
of the most powerful businesswomen in the
Middle East in 2021 by Forbes Middle East,
as well as one of the most powerful women
in Kuwait in the magazine’s special issue to
celebrate Kuwait’s Success entitled “A New
Vision” for 2017.
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Saudi plans weekly 
international flights 
to NEOM megacity
RIYADH: Saudi Arabia’s main airline will next month
start operating weekly international flights from the
kingdom’s planned futuristic megacity known as
NEOM, with Dubai as the first destination, state
media reported Monday. The weekly NEOM-Dubai
flights operated by flag carrier Saudia will begin “by
the end of June 2022, with plans to expand to
London soon thereafter”, the official Saudi Press
Agency (SPA) said.

The $500 billion Red Sea project is part of Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman’s Vision 2030 plan to
diversify Saudi Arabia’s oil-dependent economy. It
has been billed as a futuristic cityscape evocative of
a sci-fi blockbuster-with everything from flying taxis
to robot maids-and will operate under its own found-
ing law that is still being formulated.

Officials say its population will eventually exceed
one million people. The national airliner operated the
first flight to NEOM’s airport in 2019. The airport “is
a key enabler of NEOM’s development, facilitating
efficient access to NEOM for residents and business
partners,” the project’s CEO, Nadhmi Al-Nasr, said
Monday, according to the SPA report.

A senior official told AFP last October that NEOM
was on track to welcome its first businesses and resi-
dents by 2025. As they try to bring NEOM online,
Saudi officials are also aiming for a dramatic expan-
sion of the aviation sector that would turn the king-
dom into a global travel hub.

Goals include more than tripling annual traffic to
330 million passengers by the end of the decade and
drawing $100 billion in investments to the sector by
2030. The Saudis also aim to establish a new national
carrier, construct a new “mega airport” in Riyadh and
move up to five million tons of cargo each year.
NEOM’s strategic location, situated on the Red Sea

and the Gulf of Aqaba, will enable it to strengthen
economic ties with countries in both the Middle East
and Africa. Current timetables suggest that NEOM
could even be on its way to completion by 2030. Key
areas of city infrastructure will include food process-
ing, entertainment, transport, power generation, water
& sewage reprocessing, manufacturing and biotech-
nology sectors. The Crown Prince also has a vision of
the new city hosting top-of-the-line artificial intelli-
gence (AI) such as drones, nanobiology labs and
renewable energy resources, such as solar panels.
Construction of the mega city runs parallel with MBS’
National Transformation Programme (NTP, also
known as Vision 2030), which he announced in 2016. 

The site is raised above the surrounding land to
create as light cooling effect. Buildings are clustered
close together to create streets and walkways shield-
ed from the sun. The team from Foster and Partners
began its work by touring ancient cities such as
Cairo and Muscat to see how they kept cool.  Foster
found that these cities coped with hot desert temper-
atures through shorter, narrower streets usually no
longer than 70 meters (230 ft). The buildings at the
end of these streets create just enough wind turbu-
lence to push air upwards, creating a flushing effect
which cools the street. These are valuable discoveries
which NEOM’s city planners cannot afford to ignore
in their construction plans. — Agencies

Saudi Arabia announced weekly international flights to NEOM megacity.

UAE’s flydubai, 
StanChart ink deal 
for 5 Boeing planes
DUBAI: Dubai-based budget carrier flydubai and
Standard Chartered have signed the sale and
leaseback (SLB) agreement for five new Boeing
737 MAX aircraft. Four aircraft were delivered
between March and May, with the fifth aircraft
scheduled to arrive from Boeing before the end of
the first half of the year. The deal was structured,
financed and arranged exclusively by Standard
Chartered.

The transaction will support the future growth
of the airline’s fleet, and highlights the long-stand-

ing relationship between flydubai and Standard
Chartered.

Flydubai CEO Ghaith Al-Ghaith said: “We are
pleased to have received Standard Chartered’s
support on this transaction which builds on previ-
ous aircraft financing and leasing agreements. We
continue to diversify our sources of funding and
attract reliable partners in support of our future
growth plans. We look forward to working with
Standard Chartered again in the future.”

Rola Abu Manneh, CEO, Standard Chartered
UAE, added: “Standard Chartered has had a long-
standing relationship with f lydubai and the
Investment Corporation of Dubai across multiple
businesses. This transaction demonstrates the
Bank’s continued commitment to the airline and the
Government of Dubai’s ision for the wide spectrum
of sectors that support Dubai’s dynamic economy.”
In recent news, flydubai announced it is resuming

flights to Hail and Tabuk in Saudi Arabia. The air-
line currently has a network of more than 95 desti-
nations in 50 countries. —Agencies

Net zero is
‘biggest challenge’
for aviation: 
Etihad CEO
ABU DHABI: Etihad Airways chief Tony
Douglas said Tuesday achieving net-zero car-
bon emissions by 2050 poses the “biggest
challenge” for commercial aviation, in a reali-
ty check for the industry. Last year, the
International Air Transport Association
pledged carbon neutrality by 2050, which is
also a target of the United Arab Emirates and
several other countries. “The biggest chal-
lenge to commercial
aviation is the com-
mitment that’s been
made to net-zero car-
bon emissions by
2050,” the Abu
Dhabi-based airline’s
CEO told the Global
Aerospace Summit in
the UAE capital.

“As a gentleman of
more mature years,
it’s very easy for me
and others to sign up
to something like that, almost with the antici-
pation that it will be the next generation who
has the responsibility to deliver upon that
commitment.” The aviation industry is among
the fastest-growing  sources of greenhouse
gases, with airlines looking at hydrogen-
fuelled aircraft to reduce CO2 emissions.

IATA, which represents 290 airl ines
accounting for 83 percent of global air traffic,
made its net-zero pledge in October. The
UAE, one of the world’s biggest oil exporters,
last year also launched a “strategic initiative”
targeting carbon neutrality by 2050.

It has in recent years verbally backed the
battle against climate change, but-along with
fellow Gulf hydrocarbon producers-remains
one of the biggest emitters of carbon dioxide
per capita.

“I imagine everybody in this room under-
stands that the physics of powered flight
render the achievement of that objective (net
zero) extremely difficult anytime soon,”
Douglas said at the three-day conference.
“Our responsibility as leaders within the
aerospace sector is to enable the founda-
tions for the next generation to deliver upon
what will ultimately determine who are the
winners and who are the losers in commer-
cial aviation.” —AFP

Tony Douglas


